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REPORT 
The session was based on the topic Foreign Education for BBA Students. This session 

brought to light the various, small yet unanswered questions that a student when he/she 

wants to go abroad for doing their Master’s Degree which includes the type of exams one 

needs to give, visa requirements, planning future career and most importantly selecting the 

desired university and country as well. In the session, Jinesh Seth, the main speaker 

enlightened the students with the certain aspects that one need to met before applying to 

the universities which also includes CV build-upthat the students tend to ignore. The 

speaker put forth about his several experiences and the important lesson that he extracted 

from them. It was a session of approximately an hour where the speaker who was the 

alumni of the university and aspiring MIM student from Edinburgh Business School, also 

told about his journey in the university and his analysis throughout those fruitful 3 years. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



ATTENDANCE 

Alumni Interaction on Foreign Education for BBA Students 

(2ndNovember 2020, Monday) 

 

S. No.  
Registration 

No. Name Email Mobile No. 

1 180901055 
SAMARVEER 
SHARMA samarveer.180901055@muj.manipal.edu 9694388999 

2 180901180 Misal Agarwal misal.180901180@muj.manipal.edu 9830531664 

3 180901023 
Prakash 
Choudhary prakash.180901023@muj.manipal.edu 9772132938 

4 180901177 
Nandini 
khandelwal nandini.180901177@muj.manipal.edu 8209466529 

5 190901006 TirthakFultaria tirthak.190901006@muj.manipal.edu 9586826726 

6 190901008 Kartikeyansharma kartikeyan.190901008@muj.manipal.edu 7300209807 

7 190901013 SoumyadeepaSaha soumyadeepa.190901013@muj.manipal.edu 9760334738 

8 190901020 Lakshayraj Singh lakshay.190901020@muj.manipal.edu  9057204771 

9 190901035 Khushi Shekhawat khushi.190901035@muj.manipal.edu 8905130170 

10 190901036 Parth Patel parth.190901036@muj.manipal.edu 9510451788 

11 190901041 Rohan modi rohan.190901041@muj.manipal.edu 9799088794 

12 190901057 
Sandeep Singh 
bhati sandeep.190901057@muj.manipal.edu 9460985285 

13 190901059 Rahul jewaria rahul.190901059@muj.manipal.edu 7976142319 

14 190901066 Gautam Godara gautam.190901066@muj.manipal.edu  9413363525 

15 190901090 Mattang Sharma mattang.190901090@muj.manipal.edu  8769200694 

16  190901097 Shaurya Dixit shaurya.190901097@muj.manipal.edu 9741303975 

17 190901121 Kartik Rajput Kartik.190901121@muj.manipal.edu 7014685435 

18 190901188 Harshit harshit.190901188@muj.manipal.edu 8905509929 

19 190901190 Lakshyaraj Singh lakshyaraj.190901190@muj.manipal.edu 9079259278 

20 190901191 Manan Goyal  manan.190901191@muj.manipal.edu 8890393723 

21 190901191 Khushboo Rathore khushboo.190901193@muj.manipal.edu 8955848657 
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Feedback 

 

The Students found the session beneficial in the way that it cleared various doubts, and in 

that way, it shows the correct overall picture of foreign education. It was actually a very 

special session as there was a zeal to know the insights and how to approach studying 

abroad.  All in all, the students felt that it was beneficial as well as pleasant experience. 
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